
Fun food: Jersey-made takes 
on snacks from across the globe

You can win: A high-tech terrarium, 
a ball fitness chair and crafty books

Get out: Fall festivals, 
tours and so much more
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Throughout September: Apple picking, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday through Saturday, Liberty Hall Museum, 1003 
Morris Ave., Union. Stroll the orchard and pick your own 
apples. Bag fee is $8 for a small bag; $15 for a large bag. 
(See story at left.) Check availability at (908) 527-0400 or 
email libertyhall@kean.edu.

Fri., Sept. 14: Rip and Sip Paper Collage Workshop: Fall 
Foliage, 7 to 9 p.m., Juxtapose Gallery, 58 Elm St., West-
field. For all skill levels, pre-paid registration required; $60 
fee includes professional-grade art supplies, wine, refresh-
ments and framing discount. Private parties available.

Sat., Sept. 15: Open house, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Winterhill 
Antiques, 425 Park Ave., Scotch Plains, welcomes Time 
Warp, formerly of Westfield. Light refreshments and sales.

Thurs., Sept. 20 to Sun., Sept. 23: Friends of Fanwood 
Memorial Library Fall Book Sale, 5 Forest Road, Fanwood. 
Find history, romance, art, cooking, science and more in 
books, CDs and DVDs at the 32nd annual sale, which will 
run 4 to 7 p.m. Thursday (Friends night); 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday; and noon to 4 p.m. Sunday. Proceeds 
benefit library programs. Book donations accepted Sept. 14 
to 19 in advance of the sale. Details at FanwoodLibrary.org

Sat., Sept. 29: Westfield Historical Society’s AppleFest, 
noon to 4 p.m., Reeve History & Cultural Resource Center, 
314 Mountain Ave., Westfield. Activities will include 
old-fashioned children’s games, history-related quizzes for 
history buffs, tours of the restored historic Reeve House, 
and an apple pie baking competition for best historic apple 
pie recipe, best pie by a child under 16 and best overall pie. 
The AppleCafe will feature popular ’30s and ’40s offerings 
such as meatloaf, macaroni and cheese, salad from Victory 
gardens and Jell-O. Also celebrating the 10th anniversary 
of AppleFest, the 50th anniversary of Westfield Historical 
Society and other Westfield anniversaries.   

Sun., Sept. 30: Rockin’ the Reservation, 11 a.m to 5 
p.m., Trailside Nature and Science Center at Watchung 
Reservation, 452 New Providence Road, Mountainside. 
Family-friendly fall festival activities include a petting zoo, 
make your own scarecrow, artist displays and much more. 
Admission is $5; free for ages 6 and younger.

Wed., Oct. 10 to Sat., Oct. 13: Friends of Cranford Public 
Library Book Sale, 224 Walnut Ave., Cranford. More than 
10,000 print and recorded books, CDs, DVDs will sell for 
$2 or less from 4 to 8:30 p.m. Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Thursday and Friday, 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Saturday.

Fri., Oct. 12: Rip and Sip Paper Collage Workshop: Au-
tumn Harvest, 7 to 9 p.m., Juxtapose Gallery, 58 Elm St., 

Westfield. For all skill levels, pre-paid registration required; 
$60 fee includes professional-grade art supplies, wine, re-
freshments and framing discount. Private parties available.

Thurs., Oct. 18: Succulent Pumpkin Workshop, 6 to 7 p.m., 
Williams Nursery, 524 Springfield Ave., Westfield. Create a 
seasonal centerpiece with a variety of succulents on a pump-
kin; $40 class and materials fee. Register at (908) 232-4076.

Sat., Oct. 20 and Sun., Oct. 21: For Four Centuries in a 
Weekend, Union County’s more than 30 historic house 
museums and sites built in the 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th cen-
turies will be open free from noon to 5 p.m. New sites added 
this year include the Murray Hill headquarters of Bell Labs,  
William Miller Sperry Observatory in Cranford and duCret 
School of Art in Plainfield. Call (908) 558- 2550 for details. 

Fri., Oct. 26 to Sun., Oct. 28: AddamsFest, various down-
town Westfield locations. (See story on Page 8.)

Fri., Oct. 26 to Sun., Oct. 28: Haunted Hayrides, Deserted 
Village at Watchung Reservation. Tickets will go on sale Sept. 
18 at ucnj.org or from the county offices at 300 North Ave. 
East in Westfield. Call (908) 527-4900 for details.

List your event: Write to Editor@AtHomeNJ.com with 
details about your upcoming free event or non-profit fund-
raiser. Submissions will be published as space permits. 

Events dates and times are subject to change. Always confirm 
or register before attending.

CALENDAR

To do: Celebrate autumn

Mohamed Hassan

Get good deals on reading and viewing materials and support local libraries during book sales in Fanwood and Cranford. 

Kimberly L. Jackson

Make a long-lasting succulent pumpkin centerpiece on Oct. 
18 during a workshop at Williams Nursery in Westfield.

Pick historic apples
An enticing variety of apples are growing and ripening on 

the grounds at Liberty Hall Museum in Union.
In an orchard covering about an acre, they’ve got Golden 

Delicious, Macintosh, Granny Smith, Gala, Ginger Gold, 
Honey Crisp, Red Delicious,Winesap. Less familiar types 
include Chestnut crabapple, Arkansas Black and Campfield.

“I have about 17 different varieties,” says Jeff Eckert, 
superintendent of grounds at Liberty Hall. The choices are 
likely to expand.

At a house museum that protects and celebrates the 
legacy of its storied former occupants — including New 
Jersey’s first governor, William Livingston — it’s appropriate 
that efforts to illuminate the mansion’s history also extend 
to fruit growing.

As easier-to-acquire apple trees die off, they are being 
replaced with heirloom types that would have grown more 
than 200 years ago, Eckert says. 

“We have been losing quite a few of the old trees that 
were 40 to 50 years old, and we are trying to replace them 
with varieties that would have been available back in 
Livingston’s time,” he says. “As the house was being built in 
1772, he set up to have his orchard. It was larger back then.” 

Livingston grew a variety of fruit on his land, but grew 
only apples in the orchard. Making hard cider from apples 
was widely practiced, and it’s likely that Livingston grew 
apples for cider as well as eating. Some apple types, such as 
Winesap and Arkansas Black, were used for cider-making.

“We tried to locate a list of apples that Livingston 
ordered, and we found out that he actually got his apples 
locally,” Eckert said. “Mostly all of his other fruit varieties, 
he was getting imported from England.”

In the absence of specific documentation on the exact 
apple trees Livingston bought, Eckert and Kean University 
archivist Erin Alghandoor worked with Kean professor 
Lucas Kirby, who compiled a list of apples that would have 
been grown in New Jersey in the late 1700s to early 1800s.

Last spring, apple varieties planted in the orchard in-
cluded Fameuse (Snow Apple), Golden Russet, Jonathan, 
Newtown Pippin and Spitzenburg. “Unfortunately, they are 
not ready to bear fruit,” Eckert said. They’ll likely be ready 
for picking by 2020, he said.

Liberty Hall has for years been a local apple-picking 
destination, and Eckert said the more established trees were 
already fruiting. “We only have about two of each tree,” he 
noted, advising that those who want to pick apples should 
call ahead about the supply. “Typically, it does go to the end 
of October, but it depends on how big a turnout we get.” 

Eckert says even fruit growing higher in the trees will be 
accessible with the help of picking baskets on poles.

“On the basket end, it has little hook. You hook the apple, 
and it gently pulls it off the stem.”

Liberty Hall Museum is on the campus of Kean Universi-
ty, 1003 Morris Ave., Union. Call (908) 527-0400 for details.
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Jeff Eckert

Gala apples grow in the orchard at Liberty Hall Museum.



BiOrb AIR is an automated 16-gal-
lon terrarium that replicates conditions 
under a tropical forest canopy. It provides 
the humidity, air circulation and lighting 
needed to grow tropical and humidity-
loving plants such as orchids, bromeliads, 
ferns, tillandsia, fittonia, moss and others. 
As home décor or a hobby environment, 
the acrylic orb gives a 360-degree view 
of plants growing from sterilized coir 
compost and watered from a reservoir in 
the BiOrb base. LEDs provide light on a 
24-hour cycle, simulating sunrise through 
night. A fan constantly recycles air 

through a replaceable carbon filter. Mea-
suring 22 inches high and about 20 inches 
wide, BiOrb sells for $379 at Biorb.com

Win a BiOrb: For your chance to win, 
email us at Win@AtHomeNJ.com by Oct. 
26 with your name, address and phone 
number. Make “BiOrb” the subject and tell 
us where you found At Home NJ.

Congratulations to our July-August 
winners: E. Morgan of Plainfield (Tiki); H. 
Araujo of Garwood (Scotch); G. Tipton of  
Cranford (Versailles); C. Kieslor of Rahway; 
S. Harris of Springfield and F. Hummert of  
Scotch Plains (Coles)

PETS
Goat yoga     
 
DESIGN
Couples decor
 
CRAFT
Crepe flowers    
 
GARDEN
Fall planting
 
FOOD
Pumpkin fest 
 
HEALTH
Fall food garden

MAINTENANCE
Rake safely 
 
FAMILY
Craft therapy

Indoor world for plant life
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A wish for your good health
It was brought to my attention by a proof reader that this issue, in two in-

stances, includes discussion of a certain fluid-releasing bodily function.
We do try to share the news delicately, and, in both cases, the articles refer-

ence need-to-know information that might affect health in ways good and bad. 
So, please don’t be offended by content selected with the goal of sharing research 
 — both academic and informal — that might help improve someone’s health.

This issue isn’t all about healthy, however. I am fascinated by many facets of 
Dutch culture — from the open draperies that offer a view into so many homes, 
to traditionalists who still garden in wooden shoes, and neighborhood spas 
where everyone goes. I love the widespread bicycling that does little to counter-
act my equal affinity for that caramel-filled confection known as a stroopwafel.

And so, as explorers, we report on the increasing number of international 
treats that are trending, from stroopwafels to Japan’s ice cream mochi. In at least 
two cases, both are being made right here in New Jersey.

We hope you’ll try new snacks and enjoy in moderation. Mix things up from 
a dietary perspective by also discovering apple varieties grown in this region. 
Find them at Dreyer Farms in Cranford, at Williams Nursery in Westfield, at Fig 
Tree Market in Plainfield and so many places beyond and in between. 

Kimberly L. Jackson, Editor@AtHomeNJ.com

WIN THIS 

TERRARIUM 

BY BIORB
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Homeowners (and home buyers) love 
hardwood floors. Unfortunately, if you are a 
pet owner, it’s important to be sure the floor 
or floor covering you choose will stand up to 
the added wear and tear of your animals.

Certain flooring types can be rougher on 
your pets than others, and this also should be 
taken into account when picking a floor.

Carpets can hold pet odors, and, if not 
addressed quickly, both carpeting and 
hardwood floors can be stained or ruined 
by accidents. Hardwood flooring also can be 
vulnerable to scratching by cat claws and dog 
nails. Some scratches can be removed, but 
deeper ones may be beyond repair.

Floor Coverings International and the 
American Hardwood Information Center 
offer the following tips for protecting floors 
when pets are in the house.

Consider bamboo
If you are committed to the look of hard-

wood but worried about damage, bamboo 
floors can offer the look and sometimes the 
performance of exotic hardwoods, often at 
a lower price. While bamboo is actually a 
fast-growing grass, it is usually pre-treated 
and winds up being more stain resistant 
and sometimes harder than woods. It grows 
quickly and produces new stalks without the 
need for replanting, so bamboo is consid-
ered a sustainable option. In homes with 
pets, where greater durability is required, 
higher-priced strand-woven bamboo may 
be the best choice. Strand-woven bamboo 
flooring is made by blending bamboo fibers 
with binders to press into planks. Thorough 
research is required when considering a 
bamboo floor, as there are a variety of manu-
facturing processes involved. Carbonizing, 
for example, is a heat-related process that 
darkens bamboo fibers.

Tile offers many options 
If you have pets, porcelain, stone or 

concrete tile floors can be easy to maintain.
Porcelain tile comes in a range of colors and 
patterns, many of which replicate the look of 
hardwood planks. Be sure to seal the grout of 
any tile floor well, as pet wastes can seep in 
and cause discoloration.

Engineered tile from Armstrong is an 
option made with 70 percent limestone. Its 
textured surface offers pets slip resistance.

Vinyl and laminate floors are also popular 
for families with pets. Luxury vinyl tile and 
sheet vinyl are durable, long-lasting and 
resistant to moisture, scratches and dents. 
These affordable floors are easy to install, 
clean and maintain. Vinyl also softens the 
sound of a pet’s nails. Like harder tile floors, 
vinyl and laminate also can replicate the look 
of wood. Unlike hard tiles, most laminate 
flooring tile is scratch and crack resistant. 

A few wood flooring care tips from the 
National Wood Flooring Association:

■ Standing water is an enemy of hard-
wood. Keep a mat under your pet’s water 
bowl and clean up messes quickly.

■ A pet (dogs mostly) likes to mark the 
same spot repeatedly. Clean the area up with 
water and vinegar to cut the smell so your 
dog won’t go back due to scent. Do not use 
ammonia because dog urine contains am-
monia and it will attract them more.

■ Use a sponge or paper towel to pat a 
pet-stained area until the liquid is absorbed. 
Don’t wipe.

■ Avoid putting heat on the stain; heat will 
cause it to bind with wood’s fibers.

■ Cleaning urine from carpeting is the 
same process; do it quickly and don’t let it sit. 
Use half vinegar and half water to spray the 
area. Use paper towel or rag to soak up the 
stain and dry the area. This method can also 
be used for a stain that has already dried.

■ If a stain does not come up completely 
and leaves an odor, cover it with baking soda, 
let it sit overnight and vacuum the next day. 

This should remove the odor completely and 
dissipate whatever is left of the stain.

■ Claws are enemies to soft wood. If you 
have a pet, go with hard wood flooring such 
as Brazilian teak, walnut, acacia or hickory. 

■ Keep pets claws and nails trimmed. 
Doing so will cut down on the potential for 
scratches. Putting your dog in specially made 
socks also can help, and there are types with 
tread that can keep a pet from slipping.

■ To minimize scratches, place scatter rugs 
at all entry doors to minimize the amount 
of dirt and grit being tracked in, especially if 
your pet likes to dig. 

■ If scratches do occur, they will most 
likely  be in the finish only, and not the 
wood. Consult with a professional wood 
flooring contractor for specific recommenda-
tions about how to repair the scratches, and 
to minimize them in the future.

■ Maintaining and cleaning hardwood 
flooring is easy with the proper finish. Simple 
dust mopping, sweeping or vacuuming will 
keep hardwood floors looking great in homes 
of busy families with pets and children.
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Hickory Photography

Pets can be notoriously hard on floors, but proper selection and care will make life easier. 

Pet friendly Picking a floor 
that’s just right

Posing with goats
These days, goats are leaving their New 

Jersey farms for reasons that go beyond 
petting zoos. They’ve been called to eat 
brush at Fanwood Nature Center, and at 
Summit’s Reeves-Reed Arboretum. 

Pygmy goats from a Hillsborough 
farm are now available to delightfully 
distract the practice of yoga.

“Our goats will happily travel to you,” 
according to What A View Farm, which 
has partnered with a yoga instructor for 
classes on its eight acres, which also host 
chickens, pigs, horses and a barn store.

Yoga on a farm with goats is a thing, 
and a huge thing. There’s at least one 
website for devotees (GoatYoga.net), 
and the Oregon woman who trade-
marked “Original Goat Yoga” told 
CNBC.com that back in 2016, her first 
year, she made $160,000 from people 
who paid $35 for a yoga class where 
cute Nigerian dwarf goats might have 
climbed onto their stretched backs.

Online, there are listings for goat yoga 
on farms from Oregon to New Hamp-
shire, in barns and on grassy fields. 
Participants have been advised to wear 
clothes goats easily climb, and to pin up 
long hair they might chew on.

In Texas, sessions have been followed 
by wine, cheese and photos with goat 
babies. In Lancaster, Pa., sold-out classes 
included a bar of goat’s milk soap, access 
to the farm and a goat yoga T-shirt. In 
Washington state, chickens ran around 
the mats, while goats were fenced in for 
post-practice petting. At What A View 
Farm, the goats get involved. 

“Their class behavior is exactly as 
you would expect, unpredictable in a 
fun way, whether running and jumping 
around, standing on your back, cuddling 
or simply nuzzling you as you hold a 
pose.” All that and yoga for $25 an hour.

More at WhatAViewFarmNJ.com.



The New Jersey Veterinary Medical As-
sociation is now accepting nominations for 
its 24th annual Animal Hall of Fame.

The NJVMA Animal Hall of Fame is an 
award that recognizes the value of the bond 
between humans and animals, with an 
award to New Jersey pets that exemplify it. 

“Just like the winners inducted into the 
Animal Hall of Fame, this award is unique,” 
says Richard Alampi, NJVMA executive 
director. “It does not honor the best in show 
or the most agile. It honors the extraordi-
nary in the ordinary; the everyday animals 
and individuals who achieve small accom-
plishments, with monumental results.” 

For the past two decades, the NJVMA 
Animal Hall of Fame has recognized more 
than 125 animals and animal welfare 
advocates in an effort to generate awareness 
of the veterinary profession in the state of 
New Jersey. 

“Veterinarians recognize that the human-
animal bond surpasses the exam room and 
can be seen in the ordinary interactions 
between animals and their owners,” ex-
plained Alampi. So, the award is also “about 
the critical role that veterinarians play in 
supporting this powerful bond.” 

To nominate an animal or animal welfare 
champion, please complete the NJVMA 

Animal Hall of Fame application which can 
be found online at the NJVMA website, 
njvma.org. 

The submission deadline is Nov. 16, 
2018. Inductees will be honored at a public 
awards ceremony scheduled for Sunday, 
March 10, 2019, at the Hyatt Regency hotel 
in Princeton.  

To be considered, all nominations should 
include an official application signed by 
the animal’s owner or animal welfare 
nominee, the name and contact informa-
tion of the nominee’s veterinarian, and a 
letter of nomination from the nominee’s 
owner or veterinarian explaining how the 
animal has exhibited special abilities or has 
demonstrated courage. Nominations may 
also include additional letters of support, 
photographs, videos, drawings or newspa-
per clippings.  

For additional details, including video 
footage of past inductees, visit the NJVMA 
Hall of Fame page online at njvma.org/
animal-hall-of-fame.

Founded in 1884, the New Jersey Veteri-
nary Medical Association is a professional 
association representing the state’s licensed 
veterinarians. The NJVMA is dedicated to 
advancing the veterinary profession in New 
Jersey. Learn more at njvma.org.

908-654-0500

Dr. Eric 
Whitehouse

EVENING AND SATURDAY HOURS 
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS AVAILABLE

Learn more at WestfieldChiro.com

Family Chiropractor

• Arthritis and Chiropractic
• Asthma and Chiropractic
• Blood Pressure and Chiropractic
• Ear Infections and Chiropractic
• Pregnancy and Chiropractic

WE HANDLE WITH CARE
• Back and Disc Problems
• Headaches and Migraines
• Arm and Head Problems
• Shoulder Problems 
• Allergies

649 Central Ave., Westfield
    (Central Square Mall)

Seeking animal heros
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Water: always needed
The idea of drinking eight glasses of water 

per day might be replaced by a more person-
alized measure of hydration.

Monitoring urine color is a simple method 
suggested by Dr. Stavros Kavouras, a Uni-
versity of Arkansas professor and director of 
its Hydration Science Lab. Stavros, who has 
studied various health risks associated with 
dehydration as well as the effect of water 
intake on health and physical and mental 
performance, says urine color can be a 
practical tool for hydration assessment. Dark 
urine indicates a need to drink more water. 

“So relatively clear-looking urine should 
be a good indication that you’re in a good 
hydration state,” he writes on a university 
research website. The goal is to drink enough 
water to keep the color light, nearly clear.

Stavros aims to increase awareness of wa-
ter as an important nutritional component. 
He has advised that increasing water intake 
is an inexpensive way to improve health.

Research also has suggested that low water 
intake can have a negative effect on one’s 
ability to regulate blood glucose, thus con-
tributing to the onset of diabetes.

One strategy is to simply drink pure wa-
ter instead of sweetened or packaged bever-
ages. Virtually all of the body’s biochemical 
processes need water, and, according to 
a 2003 study published in the Journal of 
Clinical Endocrinology & Metabolism, 
drinking as little as 16 ounces of water 
each day has the potential to raise meta-
bolic rate by as much as 30 percent over a 
30- to 40-minute period. The human body 
is about two-thirds water, and sufficient 
hydration also affects skin condition and 
bodily functions, such as blood circulation, 
joint movement and muscle performance. 

A few ways to increase water intake:
Bring water along. Invest in a reusable 

water bottle to take everywhere. Keep it 
close to the door so you don’t forget it. 
Refill it constantly and drink up.  

Establish a routine. Start your day with 
a glass of water. Drink water between 
meals, especially when you feel hungry, and 
before bed. Soon this will become habit. 

Load up on fruits and veggies. Their 
high fluid content and nutritional value 
complement hydration from water intake. 

WINTERHILL
Art ■ Home Furnishings

 Fine Jewelry ■ Collectibles
Vintage Chanel and LV

Not just antiques

425 Park Avenue, Scotch Plains
(908) 322-2553     Mon-Sat 11-5

Many studies suggest that drinking enough water is an inexpensive way to protect health.  



Shop together online or in stores. 
Above, Thibaut’s Bedford chair. 
Far left, the Sherwin-Williams 
ColorSnap paint selection app. 
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Home design decisions made by two
Creating a lifestyle together is an impor-

tant milestone for any couple. Making a 
happy, comfortable home means joining not 
only their hearts, but also their individual 
tastes, personal style and belongings.

In planning the process and setting a 
budget, an important piece will be evaluating 
what you both already have.

Knowing why your partner treasures a 
certain possession can change your opinion 
of it, so take time to view and discuss the 
favorite pieces of furniture, decorative acces-
sories or art that each plans to bring along. 

And if your treasured pieces clash aestheti-
cally with those of your partner, bringing in 
the objective eye of a skilled interior designer 
can help make everything work together.

“It’s important to hire a design professional 

to help navigate these waters,” says Tammy 
Kaplan of Images in Design in Cranford. “A 
lot of times you can compromise and come 
up with a solution,” she says. For example, a 
husband’s very contemporary pieces might 
be featured in the master bedroom while a 
wife’s more traditional furniture could be 
perfect for a home office.   

 In considering daily routines, a couple 
might decide that one partner will take the 
lead in outfitting the room where he or she 
spends the most time. Kaplan suggests this 
for the home’s private spaces: a master bath-
room, a “man cave” or a crafts room. This 
way, the home’s public areas can benefit from 
the relaxing flow of a consistent design.

Another option is the blending of a more 
“transitional” design style. “You can put an 

antique piece in a contemporary setting and 
it can be fabulous,” Kaplan says.

The following tips can guide couples, in-
cluding those redecorating a longtime home.

Plan and get inspired together: To avoid 
conflict or miscommunication, start the 
decorating or redecorating process together. 
Go shopping and buy new pieces together. 
Browse design magazines and visit photo-
driven interior design websites. 

Kaplan suggests focusing on what draws 
you to a given room. “People are very general 
in the way they speak about style,” she says. 
“I like them to get specific.” Talk about the 
elements you like in the photos. “Let’s break 
it down a bit. You need to pinpoint it.” 

Consider your routines: Whether you 
work with a design professional or on your 

own, your home’s design should support 
and enhance your daily routine and all that 
you need to accomplish there. Beyond style, 
select and place furniture, accessories and 
lighting to facilitate specific activities.   

Compromise on colors: If you and your 
partner have different preferences on the 
color to paint a wall, one solution is to go 
with a neutral and then bring in colors each 
of you like with art and decorative accents. 

Embrace differences: Compromise is key 
in a healthy relationship, and it can also help 
with harmonious decorating. Understand 
ahead of time that you will not agree on all 
your decisions. However, being willing to 
compromise and embrace what each partner 
enjoys can support a stronger relationship as 
well as a happily shared home.

Mike’s Photos

In a survey of 274 women and 230 men, some admitted to 
doing more than bathing and showering in their bathtub.

According to SafeHome.org, your shower just might har-
bor more bacteria than your toilet seat.

 Following news about airborne toilet particles finding 
their way to toothbrush bristles, a team from the website de-
cided to take surface cultures in three home bathrooms. (The 
site, which ranks and reviews home security systems, also 
includes general safety articles based on informal research.)

Their bathroom swabbing found shower curtains, shower 
floors (which might also be the bathtub) and toothbrush 
handles were supporting colonies of certain bacteria at high-
er concentrations than toilet seats. Faucet and door handles 
also were found to host significant bacteria. 

“Most people are familiar with warnings about fungi or 

bacteria lurking in public showers, but our findings make 
shower shoes seem like a prudent precaution in one’s own 
home,” they write in a post titled “Germs in your Bathroom.”  

 They decided to survey more than 500 people (average age 
37) for insight into what bathroom practices might contrib-
ute to such conditions. According to the site, 81 percent of 
men and 73 percent of women admitted to using the shower 
as stand-in toilet (pun intended), 61 percent had sex in the 
shower, 65 percent shaved there, about a third brushed their 
teeth. Among respondents, women cleaned the shower an 
average of four times a month; men cleaned 2.8 times.

The takeaway: Clean your bathroom often, keep the yellow 
stuff in the toilet, and always close the lid when you flush. 

Tubs can have more germs than toilets
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357 Monroe Ave., Kenilworth
(by appointment only)

908-247-0988
Fully insured  

NJ license 13VH00506600    

Beautiful Kitchens by Paul

Free consultation ■ Mention ad for 10% off our already low prices

 (Formerly What a Kitchen! in Scotch Plains)

Serving the local community since 1986

Color trends for enduring quality
White cabinets continue to be a favorite for remodeling New Jersey kitchens, says Paul Barreto of Beautiful Kitchens 
by Paul in Kenilworth. But gray has been steadily gaining ground as the new “it” neutral. Many are recognizing that 
grays can offer a high level of versatility. Wellborn Cabinet, which Paul installs exclusively, recently expanded paint 
and glaze options for its American-made cabinetry in a variety of styles and prices. In addition to new shades of 
gray, green and blue, the company is offering more choices for white. The new color glazes can add gloss while high-
lighting the grain of hardwood cabinets. Regardless of color choice, Paul advises assessing any cabinet’s durability, 
including hinges, drawers and accessories. “Research the company that you are buying from,” he says. “How well do 
they stand behind what they sell? Don’t be fooled by inferior low-cost cabinets.”
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AddamsFest celebrates Westfield’s own

By Mark Voger 

There is sometimes a hint of Westfield in the macabre, 
wickedly funny cartoons of Charles Addams.

That’s because prolific cartoonist Addams (1912-1988) — 
whose creepy, kooky characters in The New Yorker inspired 
the 1960s sitcom “The Addams Family” — was born and 
raised in Westfield, and never forgot his roots. 

Young Addams drew inspiration from local classical archi-
tecture and landmarks. (Exact matches for the Rialto Theatre 
on E. Broad Street and Colonial Cemetery on Mountain 
Avenue show up in New Yorker cartoons drawn by Addams.)

So it seems only fitting that Westfield is paying tribute to 
the cartoonist with AddamsFest, a family-friendly, town-
wide, multi-venue event to be held Oct. 26-28. 

Addams, whose childhood home still stands at 522 Elm St., 
went by the nickname “Chil” while attending Westfield High 
School, where he played football, contributed cartoons to the 
student literary magazine Weathervane and was a member of 
the Art Club and the Slide Rule Club.

“He amazed us,” went Addams’ motto in the yearbook, in 
which it was written: “You ought to have seen him imitate 
snuff-inhaling English gentlemen and accomplished harp-
ists.” He graduated from Westfield High in 1929.  

Three years later, Addams debuted in The New Yorker, and 
he eventually drew more than 1,300 cartoons — typically 
black and white illustrations rendered in ink and wash — 
and 65 covers. He published 10 compilations of his cartoons 
beginning with “Drawn and Quartered” in 1946.

In the pages of The New Yorker, the cartoonist had been 
featuring the characters that would later become known as 
the Addams Family since, roughly speaking, 1938. Little by 
little, they coalesced into something resembling a family.

The 1964-66 TV series “The Addams Family” — a black 

comedy starring John Astin, Carolyn Jones and Jackie 
Coogan as members of an odd brood of gleeful shut-ins sub-
sisting on old money — was based on Addams’ characters. 

Astin played lusty patriarch Gomez Addams in the show. 
The actor said he’d been a fan of Addams’ New Yorker 
cartoons since his college days. But when he won the role of 
Gomez, Astin made an intense study of them as research. 

Said the actor: “I personally concluded that Charlie — 
whom I later got to know — was expressing the joy and won-
der of life. There’s nothing really in bad taste, no real horror, 
in Charlie’s cartoons. They’re ultimately a kind of wake-up 
call for us to look at life from a deeper, broader perspective. 
And they have great wit and style and taste.”

But Addams’ widow, Tee Addams (1926-2002), before her 
death, said the TV series didn’t represent the true Addams.

Said Tee Addams in 1991: “That ‘Addams’ television thing 
was not Charles Addams. His humor was very subtle. I look 
at those old television things — they were for kids.”

Tee Addams was correct in her last comment. Children 
who never had access to The New Yorker fell in love with the 
TV “Addamses,” and many of them would later seek out his 
deliciously diabolical cartoons, which never fail to deliver a 
chuckle ... and even, sometimes, a shudder. 

AddamsFest will feature lectures; exhibits; screenings of “The 
Addams Family” (1991) and “The Rocky Horror Picture Show” 
(1975) at the Rialto Theatre; “Morticia’s Masquerade Ball” at 
James Ward Mansion; and special food and beverage events 
throughout Westfield’s restaurants. Visit AddamsFest.com and 
the event’s Facebook page for updates.

From left: Addams’ book “Homebodies” (1954), the sitcom “The Addams Family” (1964-66) and the movie of the same title (1991).  © The New Yorker; © Simon & Schuster; © Filmways TV Productions; © Paramount Pictures

At Home New Jersey photos

Cartoonist Charles Addams was born in Westfield. Above is his childhood home on Elm Street and his 1929 senior portrait.

Multi-venue event honors 
cartoonist Oct. 26-28

AT HOME NEW JERSEY

AT HOME NEW JERSEY

AT HOME NEW JERSEY

AT HOME NEW JERSEY
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Westfield 
artist pays 
homage to 
Addams

Joanna Wezyk says her 
artwork is sometimes like the 
theme song for “The Addams 
Family” of 1960s television: 
creepy and kooky, mysterious, 
spooky, all together “ooky.”

A series of her paintings 
has explored the latter. 

With “OOKY II: Out of 
This World,” a seasonally ap-
propriate exhibit at Juxtapose 
Gallery in Westfield, depic-
tions of interiors and exteri-
ors of Victorian homes she 
sees walking in the vicinity of 
Dudley Avenue are based on 
eerie ideas of mysteries that  
lurk behind elegant facades.

Pieces from the first OOKY 
series, as well as her creepy-
cute “Doll’s House” paintings, 
will hang at the gallery Oct. 
26 through Nov. 15.  

These visions, sometimes 
of children’s rooms, explore 
the apparition or supernatural presence a 
child might fear in an otherwise cheerful 
bedroom. “It’s sort of like the monster in 
the closet,” Wezyk says. “The spooky ele-
ments are not in your face. It’s the mood of 
the painting.”

The works pay homage to Charles Ad-
dams, an artist son of Westfield whose New 
Yorker cartoons inspired “The Addams 
Family” television show and later movies, 
which Wezyk says were among the first she 
saw after moving to America from Poland 
to begin an art career 30 years ago.

Addams’ childhood home on Elm Street 

is not far from her own, and Wezyk began 
to research his work as she walked the same 
streets he walked, studying the neighbor-
hood’s architecture. Her spooky pieces, 
including cartoons depicting Westfield 
scenes, are intended to remember Addams 
and honor his work. “It was my dream for a 
long time to do something for Mr. Addams,” 
she says. “Throughout his life, he would look 
back and remember the places in Westfield. 
That was his inspiration.”

Meet the artist: Wezyk will be at Juxta-
pose 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 27, for a 
reception with live music and refreshments.

“Victorian Doll with OOKY Reflection” by Joanna Wezyk

New Interactive Gallery! Buy and frame art online

Cheery meets eerie

Crepe paper is forgiving and malleable, 
easy to cut, bend, curl and shape. That makes 
it the perfect material to shape petals for 
hand-made peonies, lilies, daffodils, zinnia’s 
and other faux florals. 

There has been a resurgence of interest in 
making crepe paper flowers. 
They can be home decor, a 
labor-intensive but, perhaps, 
cost-effective option for wed-
dings and other events, or 
made simply in the interest 
of creating beauty. Two new 
books offer ideas and guid-
ance to grow in skill. 

“Flowersmith” by Jennifer 
Tran (Hardie Grant Books, 
$29.99)

Jennifer Tran describes 
herself as a “flowersmith,” 
crafting numerous true-to-
life flower blossoms. In her 
255-page volume of the same 
name, she has structured the 
23 flower-making projects so 
users can begin with a favor-
ite bloom, or a project suited 
to a particular level of skill.

Projects are arranged by 
the season, and the difficulty 
of each project is rated. Tran 
includes templates and illus-
trated guidance on the tools 
and techniques that must be 
mastered to shape and assemble cut petals.

She asks readers to imagine the happiness 
that might come from giving hand-made 
flowers. “The warm fuzzy feeling may not 
last forever, but the flowers will, and it will 
always be a reminder of that happy moment.” 

“Crepe Paper Flowers” by Lia Griffith 
(Clarkson Potter, $16.99)

For paper crafters who have invested in a 
Cricut Maker cutting machine, Lia Griffith 
offers her readers free templates on her 
website that can lead to perfect petal and 

leaf shapes. All of the book’s 
projects can be hand-cut, 
however, using included 
templates.

Griffith says she has been 
tapped by both crepe paper 
manufacturers and craft 
supply makers to gener-
ate ideas for using their 
products. Her 192-page 
book is filled with strong, 
lifestyle visuals that place 
her faux florals in practical 
settings, offering the viewer 
many aspirational examples 
of how they might be used.  
She offers specific instruc-
tions to assemble potted 
arrangements as well as to 
make wreaths, garlands, 
bridal bouquets, headgear 
and corsages and more.  

Win these books: Enter 
via email for a chance to 
win both “Flowersmith” 
by Jennifer Tran and 
“Crepe Paper Flowers” by 
Lia Griffith. Contact us at 

Win@AtHomeNJ.com with your name 
address and phone number by Oct. 26 for 
a chance to win the books. Make “Paper 
Flowers” the subject, and don’t forget to tell 
us where you picked up your copy of At 
Home New Jersey. 

JUXTAPOSE GALLERY

Courtesy of the artist

A facade from Joanna Wezyk’s Doll’s House series, part of 
a Juxtapose Gallery exhibit coinciding with AddamsFest.

Spinning paper flowers

Jennifer Tran

The most sophisticated paper florals are enhanced by leaves. The book “Flowersmith” of-
fers guidance to replicate both flowers and leaves, including fall foliage in vivid color. 

CRAFTS



Planting for color in fall and beyond
By Randy Schultz

After the flowers fade and the brilliant fall 
foliage falls, many yards look bleak and bor-
ing in the late fall and winter.

“Too many homeowners design land-
scapes for the summer months, but they for-
get about what their plants might look like in 
the cold season,” says Jeff Dinslage, president 
of Nature Hills Nursery, which sell trees and 
shrubs online at NatureHills.com.

The key to an interesting cold-season 
landscape is blending a mix of evergreens 
with deciduous shrubs and trees that bring 
shades of orange and red as temperatures 
begin to cool. The result can be a yard full of 
late-season color as well as texture.

Start with evergreens
If you are planning to enhance your land-

scape this fall, remember that a picturesque  
cold-weather scene will incorporate plants 
that stay green all year long. Choose some 
large evergreens that will serve as verdant 
anchors during the bleakest months. A good 
choice is Green Giant Arborvitae. As its 
name suggests, this fast-growing evergreen 
tree grows big — up to 40 to 50 feet at matu-
rity — at the rate of 3 to 4 feet a year.

The Green Giant Arborvitae has a basic 
Christmas tree shape, growing about 15 to 18 
feet wide at the base and tapering to a point 
at the top. When planted about 15 feet apart, 
these large evergreens will grow together to 
form a natural green privacy screen that can 
block unsightly views beyond your property.

Arborvitae is Latin for “tree of life,” which 
is an apt description of the hardy nature of 
this evergreen. It can survive ice storms and 
heavy snow. Birds love it, too. But most in-
sects don’t, and neither do deer. It grows well 
in most soils, and even during dry periods, 
it’s incredibly fast-growing.

To enhance your cold-season landscape 
with additional green accents, add a few 
Green Mountain Boxwood shrubs. Although 
boxwoods are a familiar shrub, classic for 
formal English gardens, what makes Green 

Mountain unique is its pyramid shape. These 
shrubs stay small, just 3 to 5 feet tall and 2 to 
3 feet wide, so they are great focal points in 
perennial beds or grouped for a small hedge.

The dark green leaves of a Green Moun-
tain Boxwood hold their color much better 
than most boxwoods throughout the winter 
months. This shrub also keeps its shape with 
very little pruning, which cuts down on 
maintenance.

Bring in the reds

In the fall, plants whose foliage turns red 
can become the landscape stars.

“The Autumn Blaze Red Maple is a cross 
between a red maple and a silver maple that’s 
designed to provide more consistent late-
season color,” says Dinslage. “Autumn Blaze 
works well as a single specimen, and a row of 
these planted along a street or a driveway is 

enough to stop traffic.”
All it takes is one Autumn Blaze Red 

Maple (shown at left) to make a statement. 
This handsome tree can grow 40 to 60 feet 
tall and wide, making it a great summer 
shade tree and a beacon of red in the fall.

For smaller yards, try the shrub Red 
Chokeberry. It grows to 6 to 8 feet tall and 3 
to 5 feet wide. In additon to red fall leaves, 
it produces bright red berries in fall and 
throughout winter. The berries look great 
against a snowy background, and they re-
main on the plant until birds pick them off.

Bright red stems also can bring exciting 
contrast to a snowy scene. When red-
twigged Artic Fire Dogwood loses to frost, 
what remains throughout winter are bright 
red stems that look wonderful offset by snow.

Deer won’t nibble the 3- to 4-foot branch-
es, so there will be brilliant color to enjoy 
outdoors or as cuttings for a warm accent 
during winter’s dark days. In spring, clusters 
of delicate white flowers will be followed by 
summer berries that birds can enjoy.

“These trees and shrubs do well when 
planted in the cooler temperatures of fall,” 
says Dinslage. “Fall planting gives plants 
a chance to establish a strong root system 
before freezing temperatures set in, and that 
extra root growth gives them a jump-start.”

Photos courtesy Nature Hills Nursery

Fall’s blazing hues are delightful, but how will your landscape look once the leaves drop?

Hayrides, pony rides
Pick your own pumpkins

524 Springfield Ave., Westfield    908-232-4076    Open 9 to 6 daily   

Fun Maze & Fall Rides!

Weekends & Columbus Day  

10-5 p.m.  

Oct. 6th - Oct. 27th

Visit WilliamsNursery.com  

for Events, Hours and More

 After the leaves fall, berries often remain to 
deliver landscape color and interest. 
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Flowers until frost: With the pollinator-friendly coneflower ‘Cheyenne 
Spirit,’ you can get blooms in a range of complementary colors on one plant. 
In our photo, they’re shown in yellows to reds. This is a great plant for fall, 
growing 15 to 36 inches tall. Buy for containers or planting in the garden. 
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Williams Nursery & The Gift House  524 Springfield Ave., Westfield • 908-232-4076 • Open 9 to 6 daily • WilliamsNursery.com

Holiday ready: Plant Alberta spruce 
now, and thank yourself at Christmastime 
when these little trees will be ready to dec-
orate. Their conical shape and slow growth 
make them perfect container specimens.

Talk to us: We’re your local family nursery, 
here for you every day. We test the plants we 
sell in our own gardens, so we know what 
they need to thrive in yours. 

Croton color: The leaves of this tropical plant add fall color 
in surprising ways to containers and late-season beds. Before 
hard frost, bring crotons inside to grow as lively houseplants. 

Beauties from bulbs: Bring fireworks (and smiles) to the garden with bursts of alliums. If you want alliums next year, 
now is the time to plant bulbs. Just dig a hole and drop one in. Do the same to get tulips, daffodils and hyacinths in spring.  

Heaven sent: In many containers, we’ve paired ‘Angel 
Wings’ with asters and other flowers to make colors pop.

Angel Wings: This senecio is 
the sharpest silver bush of any 
we’ve seen. It was a strong per-
former in our trials, surviving 
last winter to return in spring.  At Williams

     Nursery
Ideas for fall planting



It happens time and time again: An American travels to Holland and comes home 
with little wooden shoes, exotic tulip bulbs, pictures of assorted windmills and a seri-
ous addiction to stroopwafels.

Decades ago, such travelers would search in vain for their fix until the 
craving passed. Others would strike out and try to make stroopies 
on their own. Early in the internet age, they’d sometimes find a 
kind Dutch soul who brought along the requisite iron, a secret 
recipe and the will to set up and make stroopwafels for 
America (Story at CaramelCookieWaffles.com).

In the best cases, these discs of deliciousness, are thin 
“wafels” made from a buttery batter, split and filled with 
a buttery “stroop,” that’s Dutch for a thick, caramelized 
cinnamon syrup that doesn’t run. Taste a good one, 
and you’ll understand why these are one of the most 
popular treats of the Netherlands. 

Where they previously needed to be mail ordered, 
found by luck in a specialty shop or hoarded into 
carry-on bags, stroopwafels are now becoming so 
much easier to find in the United States.

The 109-year-old Dutch brand Daelmans introduced 
stroopwafels to thousands of Americans in a recent deal 
with United airlines where single packs were handed out 
on certain flights. And now, thanks to the work of The Brand 
Passport, a New York distributor, Daelmans is sold by a variety 
of retailers beyond Trader Joe’s: Wegmans, Cost Plus World Market, 
7-Eleven, Wawa, Costco and frequently at Marshall’s stores.

But to explore the amazing variety of stroopwafels now being sold, look online. 
Beyond larger commercial makers, there are boutique bakeries and specialty food 
entrepreneurs hoping their unique spin will be the next big thing.

Bonique, an Illinois company, makes stroopwafels with traditional or berry fillings 
like tart cherry or raspberry. California-based GU Energy has sandwiched a variety 

of its flavored energy gel formulas for athletes inside stroopwafels with the 
promise that they will deliver quality carbs, amino acids and electrolytes 

for “all the nutrients needed to power your performance.”
In Nutley, the New Jersey brand Waffle Waffle is among Ameri-
can makers dabbling in stroopwafels. Sam Rockwell, one of the 

founders, says stroopwafels have become increasingly popu-
lar in the U.S. with globalization and the American appetite 

for unique snacking experiences.
“Even Oreos are doing a lot of different flavors,” 

he said. “What we like to do is take these nostalgic 
European waffles and add an American twist to them.” 
In the case of stroopwafels, that would be a chocolate-
filled wafel made with brownie batter. Along with their 
many-flavored, Belgian-inspired waffles and traditional 
stroopwafels, the chocolate type sell for $4.99 in bags 
of eight at MyWaffleWaffle.com.

If you want a stroopwafel you can really feel good 
about, check out Lancaster, Pa.-based Stroopies.com, 

which employs refugee workers who might not easily find 
employment. The company’s chewy wafels are made with 

corn syrup, wheat and soy flours, granulated and brown sugar, 
butter, margarine, eggs and spices. The result can be enhanced 

with a dip into quality dark chocolate and then sprinkled with an 
assortment of toppings that can include coconuts, pecans, crystalized 

ginger, lavender and more. They make a gluten-free type, and custom shapes can 
be cut and dipped (as shown above). Beyond all that, their stroopwafel makers can be 
hired for travel to destinations, including New Jersey, to bake their Stroopies fresh.
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Dutch treat

The gooey-centered Dutch cookies known as stroopwafels are increasingly being updated with chocolate and other flavors for American consumers. The Lancaster, Pa. 
company Stroopies.com offers a variety of toppings on chocolate-dipped stroopwafels that can be custom-cut into shapes, as shown above, for wedding or event favors.

Get to know stroopwafels, they’re appearing in many flavors 

The Dutch way to enjoy stroopwafels is to rest one atop a cup of coffee or another steaming hot drink. After a few minutes, the steam will warm and soften the caramel center for a unique coffee experience. 

Cookie craft
Daelmans, the largest importer of stroopwafels to the U.S. and 

other parts of the globe, has ideas for ways to enjoy stroopwafels 
beyond warming them on a coffee cup or the eating mini variety 
right out of the bag. 

Thanks to imaginative bloggers, you can find recipes where 
stroopwafels are ground up for Stroopwafel BBQ Chicken, corn 
fritters, casseroles, vinaigrette or to make a crust for filet mignon or 
rolled pork loin. Stroopwafels might be better appreciated in more 
recognizable ways including as a base for ice cream, creamy mousse 
or fruit- and nut-studded white chocolate bark. 

For a double waffle experience, blend four pulverized Daelmans 
chocolate-caramel stroopwafels into waffle batter. Find that recipe, 
among others, at DaelmansStroopwafels.com. 

We like the idea of cutting them into shapes as shown at right. 
(The round, mini stroopwafels are decorated with icing and fon-
dant.) It might be sugar overkill to place these on top of frosted cup-
cakes, frosted cakes or cheesecake, as suggested on the site, but the 
cute cut shapes could be dipped in chocolate or added to an Edible 
Arrangements-style assembly for variety with the skewered fruit. Eat 
the scraps, or grind them up for that stroopwafel barbecue sauce.

At Home New Jersey photo illustration; inset photo: Tiernae Salley Photography
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The Dutch way to enjoy stroopwafels is to rest one atop a cup of coffee or another steaming hot drink. After a few minutes, the steam will warm and soften the caramel center for a unique coffee experience. 

Cookie craft
Daelmans, the largest importer of stroopwafels to the U.S. and 

other parts of the globe, has ideas for ways to enjoy stroopwafels 
beyond warming them on a coffee cup or the eating mini variety 
right out of the bag. 

Thanks to imaginative bloggers, you can find recipes where 
stroopwafels are ground up for Stroopwafel BBQ Chicken, corn 
fritters, casseroles, vinaigrette or to make a crust for filet mignon or 
rolled pork loin. Stroopwafels might be better appreciated in more 
recognizable ways including as a base for ice cream, creamy mousse 
or fruit- and nut-studded white chocolate bark. 

For a double waffle experience, blend four pulverized Daelmans 
chocolate-caramel stroopwafels into waffle batter. Find that recipe, 
among others, at DaelmansStroopwafels.com. 

We like the idea of cutting them into shapes as shown at right. 
(The round, mini stroopwafels are decorated with icing and fon-
dant.) It might be sugar overkill to place these on top of frosted cup-
cakes, frosted cakes or cheesecake, as suggested on the site, but the 
cute cut shapes could be dipped in chocolate or added to an Edible 
Arrangements-style assembly for variety with the skewered fruit. Eat 
the scraps, or grind them up for that stroopwafel barbecue sauce.

Buttery sweet: Stroopwafels are sold stacked in cellophane 
sleeves at every Dutch supermarket. However, freshly made bak-
ery varieties will involve real butter (“roomboter” will be on the 
label.) Making them at home requires a specialty iron, which can 
be found online, along with many recipes and helpful videos.

Courtesy Daelmans
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Apples and cheese, perfect together
More than 100 apple varieties are grown 

commercially in the United States, but only 
15 popular varieties account for nearly 90 
percent of production, according to the U.S. 
Apple association. Here are a few details 
about some of those popular varieties, and  
some recipes to sample. Visit USApple.org 
for additional pairing ideas and more. 

Empire: This great all-purpose apple is a 
cross between Red Delicious and McIntosh.   
It premiered in 1966 in the Empire State, de-
veloped by the New York State Agricultural 
Experiment Station. Profile: crisp, juicy with 
a sweet-tart flavor and creamy white flesh.

Fuji: Originally developed in Japan in the 
late 1930s and named after the famous Mt. 
Fuji, U.S.-grown Fujis began appearing in 
markets in the 1980s. Fuji is a cross between 
Red Delicious and a less common apple 

known as Ralls Janet. Profile: sweet and firm.
Gala: Brought to the United States in the 

early 1970s, Gala is a cross between Kidd’s 
Orange Red and Golden Delicious. The 
Royal Gala strain originated in New Zealand 
and was named in honor of Queen Elizabeth 
II, who deemed it her favorite during a visit 
there. Profile: Crisp, juicy and very sweet 

Granny Smith: This Australian native was 
discovered in 1868 as a chance seedling by 
“Granny” Anne Smith of Ryde, New South 
Wales. One parent of this all-purpose apple 
might have been a French crabapple. Profile: 
distinctive green flesh with a very tart flavor. 

Mutsu: The original Japanese name for the 
apple that was renamed Crispin in the late 
1960s. Excellent for eating, salads, baking, 
freezing or cooking into sauce. Profile: sweet, 
refreshing and super crisp.

Gouda and apple quesadilla
(2 servings)

1/2 teaspoon sugar
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
2 teaspoons salted butter
4 flour tortillas (8-inch)
4 ounces Wisconsin Gouda, shredded
1 small apple, cored and thinly sliced
1/4 cup walnuts, chopped

1. Combine sugar and cinnamon; set 
aside. Heat 1 teaspoon butter in a 
medium, nonstick skillet over medium-low 
heat, tilting pan to coat the bottom. Place 
one tortilla into pan. Layer with 1 ounce 

of the Gouda, half the apple slices, half 
the walnuts and half the cinnamon-sugar. 
Sprinkle with another ounce of cheese. 
Top with a tortilla. Cook 2 to 3 minutes 
on each side or until cheese is melted. 
Remove from skillet. Cut into wedges. 
Repeat with remaining ingredients.

Nutrition information (per serving): 461 
calories, 32g fat (15g saturated), 79mg 
cholesterol, 524mg sodium, 27g carbs, 3g 
fiber, 10g sugars, 19g protein

— Adapted recipe, photo courtesy Dairy 
Farmers of Wisconsin

Apple chutney and Gouda bites
2 cups peeled, diced Empire, Cortland or 
McIntosh apples
1/2 cup minced red onion
1/4 cup apple cider vinegar
1/2 teaspoon grated fresh ginger
1/2 teaspoon allspice
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
1/8 teaspoon red pepper flakes
1/4 cup raisins
8 ounces Wisconsin aged gouda cheese
24 round water crackers
Fresh thyme sprigs

1. Combine apples, onion, vinegar, ginger 
and spices in medium saucepan; bring 
to boil. Lower to simmer; cover and cook 
15 minutes. Remove lid. Slightly increase 
heat; stir and cook until any liquid has 
evaporated. Stir in raisins and let cool 
slightly.

2. Meanwhile, cut 24 slices of gouda; 
place each on a cracker. Top with warm 

chutney, and garnish with thyme, as 
shown.

Nutrition information (per Gouda bite): 
59 calories, 3g fat (2g saturated), 11mg 
cholesterol, 100mg sodium, 5g carbs, 0g 
fiber, 2g sugars, 3g protein

— Adapted recipe, photo courtesy Dairy 
Farmers of Wisconsin

Apple and sausage mac and cheese
(6 servings)

8 ounces uncooked mini rigatoni pasta
12 ounces chicken sausage links, sliced
1/4 cup diced shallot
4 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
3 cups milk
8 ounces shredded Hook’s brand two-
year sharp white cheddar, grated
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
1 large peeled Granny Smith apple, diced

1. Cook pasta according to package 
directions until al dente; drain.

2. Brown sausage and shallots in a large 
skillet over medium heat. Remove meat 
mixture. Heat oven to 375 degrees.

3. Melt butter in the skillet over medium-
low heat. Whisk flour into butter. Whisk  

milk in gradually until smooth. Bring to a 
boil; whisking 2 minutes until thickened. 
Reduce heat to low; gradually stir in 
cheddar, reserving about 1/2 cup. Stir in 
mustard, salt and nutmeg; then pasta, 
reserved sausage and apple. 

4. Transfer pasta mixture to a greased 
oblong baking dish. Bake, covered, for 
25 minutes. Uncover and stir. Return to 
oven for 10 to 15 minutes, until bubbly. 
Sprinkle with reserved cheese. Let stand 
10 minutes before serving.

Note: Find Hooks’s cheese and others 
online at WisconsinCheeseMart.com. 

Nutrition information (per serving): 553 
calories, 30g fat (17 saturated), 117mg 
cholesterol, 840mg sodium, 46g carbs, 2g 
fiber, 11g sugars, 28g protein

— Adapted recipe, photo courtesy Dairy 
Farmers of Wisconsin
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Three pumpkin recipes for a fall feast
Imagine blending cake batter by hand in the pot 

where you’ve melted premium chocolate into butter.
This is the DeeDee Stovel method for making 

an easy chocolate cake that’s so moist it’s sure to 
become a favorite. The secret here is pumpkin, and 
time-saving ease is the hallmark of “The Pumpkin 
Cookbok,” where Stovel offers 139 recipes.

Using pumpkin and other winter squash, there 
are classic recipes for pumpkin butter, many breads 
and an array of soups. Stovel’s selections have just 
enough unexpected twists to be fun and refreshing. 

Her Great American Beer Soup features roasted 
onion and garlic, cream and sour cream enhanced 
by a full-bodied beer such as amber lager. There are 
breakfast smoothies, hearty salads and main cours-
es such as chicken with pumpkin barbecue sauce or 
grilled salmon with pumpkin seed crust. Bakers will 
enjoy many recipes for cookies, pies and cakes.

Kadu (Afghani sweet pumpkin stew)
(4 servings)

2-1/2 pounds fresh kabocha squash
1 pound ground lamb
1/2 teaspoon salt
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 tablespoon ground coriander seeds
2 teaspoons peeled, minced fresh ginger
1-1/2 cups tomato sauce (see notes)
1/4 cup sugar (see notes)
1 cup non-fat plain Greek yogurt
2 cloves garlic, minced
Dried mint leaves

1. Microwave pumpkin on high for 5 
minutes, or until easily pierced with a fork. 
When cool, slice and remove seeds.

2. Cook lamb with salt in a large skillet 
over medium heat, about 5 minutes. 
Add garlic, coriander and ginger. Cook 
2 more minutes. Add tomato sauce and 
sugar. Simmer 5 minutes. Add pumpkin, 
simmering 5 minutes or until warm.

3. In a small bowl, mix yogurt and garlic. 
To serve, place pumpkin slices on each 
plate, spoon sauce over them and top 
with yogurt sauce and mint.

Tester’s notes: Kabocha squash can 
be baked at 350 degrees for about 
45 minutes. We reduced the sugar to 
1 tablespoon and used 32 ounces of  
tomato sauce. This stew is delicious over 
prepared quinoa with the extra sauce.

Nutrition information (per serving): 558 
calories, 27g fat (11g saturated), 82mg 
cholesterol, 609mg sodium, 54g carbs, 1g 
fiber, 25g sugars, 29g protein

— Adapted with permission from “The 
Pumpkin Cookbook” by Deedee Stovel 
(Storey Publishing, $16.95)

DREYER
F A R M S

Weekly Farm Shares  
Fresh NJ Produce  

Glass-Bottled Milk  
Local Raw Honey  

Apple Cider Doughnuts
831 Springfield Ave., Cranford 

908-276-1290 • dreyerfarms.com 

The color that makes pumpkins a favor-
ite for fall and Halloween decorating also 
makes them a healthy food choice, rich in 
antioxidants and beta-carotene. It’s so easy 
to bake pumpkin muffins or blend your own 
pumpkin-spice smoothie. Whether you’re 
looking to devour or decorate with pump-
kins, Dreyer Farms at 831 Springfield Ave. in 
Cranford is among the area’s top sources.

Justine Gray, who considers herself Pump-
kin Queen at Dreyer Farms, has been known 
to dress up like one. “They are just beauti-
ful,” she says, “and I do love to carve them.”

“Sugar pumpkins and cheese pumpkins 

are both for decoration, but at the end you 
can eat them, so its a double whammy,” she 
says. “I make pumpkin mug cakes, because 
if I made a whole cake, I would eat all of it.” 
With an online recipe, she uses fresh cheese 
pumpkin puree instead of canned. The batter 
for this single-serve treat bakes in a mug in 
the microwave. “It is the coolest thing ever!”

Dreyer Farms sells a variety of pumpkins 
and other goards. Shop for the sizes and col-
ors you need starting late September. They’ll 
have some baked pumpkin goodies as well.

Pumpkin puree: Roast pumpkin in foil at 
350 degrees until soft. Remove seeds; mash. 

Yum begins with fresh pumpkin

Chocolate-pumpkin cake
(12 servings)

1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
3 ounces unsweetened baking chocolate
1 cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup light brown sugar
1 cup unsweetened canned pumpkin 
2 large eggs, slightly beaten
1 cup unbleached all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon baking powder
1 cup chopped walnuts (optional)

1. Heat oven to 350 degrees. Spray a 9- 
by-13-inch baking pan with oil spray.

2. Melt butter and chocolate in a heavy-
bottomed 4-quart saucepan over low 
heat. Remove from heat and add sugars, 
stirring until totally blended. Beat in 
pumpkin and eggs.

3. Sift flour, cinnamon, baking soda, 
salt and baking powder into chocolate 
mixture. Stir until incorporated. Mix in 

nuts, if using. Spread batter in pan.

4. Bake 30 minutes, or until a skewer 
inserted in the center of the cake comes 
out clean. Cool on a rack.

Nutrition information (per serving, no 
nuts): 258 calories, 12g fat (7g saturated), 
55mg cholesterol, 174mg sodium, 37g 
carbs, 2g fiber, 26g sugars, 3g protein

— Reprinted with permission from “The 
Pumpkin Cookbook” by Deedee Stovel

Easy pumpkin flavor: 
The beauty of DeeDee 
Stovel’s pumpkin ice 
cream recipe from “The 
Pumpkin Cookbook” is 
ease. Her version calls for 
mixing a cup of canned 
pumpkin with 1/2 cup 
brown sugar, 1/2 tea-
spoon ginger powder, 1/2 
teaspoon cinnamon, and 
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg. 
This mixture is blended 
into a quart of softened 
store-bought French 
vanilla ice cream.  No ice 
cream maker required. It’s 
a quick and perfect match 
for the cake below. Photos © Clare Barboza



Rumor has it that True Food Kitchen, the 
restaurant chain whose nutrition-forward 
menus are guided by celebrity doctor An-
drew Weil, might be looking for locations in 
the New York metro area.

“We’re growing,” pro-
claims the chain’s website, 
which lists about two dozen 
locations, with six more 
on the way in 13 states. 
While they’ve hit other 
major metro areas, there’s 
no presence in New York 
or the vicinity. The clos-
est location to these parts 
is in King of Prussia, just 
outside Philadelphia.

It was reported in July 
that Oprah Winfrey has 
invested in the chain Weil 
started with a chef and a 
restaurateur about ten years 
ago. This should help with growth.

With the news, Little, Brown and Compa-
ny, publisher of the best-selling “True Food” 
cookbook Weil co-authored with partners 
Sam Fox (the restaurant guy)and Michael 
Stebner (the chef), began reaching out with 

offers for media review copies of a cookbook 
published back in 2012.

We bit. We’re always interested in restau-
rants that promise to make healthy eat-
ing more delicious. And even if a location 

doesn’t open in New York 
or New Jersey any time 
soon, who wouldn’t get 
behind a restaurant “in-
spired by the philosophy 
that food should make you 
feel better, not worse” and 
that “delicious dining and 
conscious nutrition can 
go hand in hand, without 
sacrificing flavor, creativ-
ity or indulgence.”

We share recipes we en-
joyed from the cookbook, 
which is based on popular 
True Food Kitchen fare.

Weil notes that gluten-
free quinoa offers complete protein with all 
nine essential amino acids and is high in 
magnesium, for “decreased risk of hyperten-
sion and stroke.” Barley-like farro is a hard 
wheat that also supplies magnesium with 
more protein and fiber than ordinary wheat.  

Red quinoa Johnnycakes
(Makes 10 johnnycakes)

1 cup red quinoa
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 tablespoon evaporated cane sugar
1 tablespoon plus 3/4 teaspoon baking 
powder
Pinch of salt
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 cup whole milk
2 large eggs
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
1⁄4 teaspoon expeller-pressed canola oil
1/2 cup Greek-style plain or vanilla nonfat 
yogurt
Fresh blueberries
Maple syrup

1. Bring a saucepan with 2 cups water 
and 1/4 teaspoon salt to a boil. Add 
quinoa and stir. Lower heat to a simmer, 
cover, and cook until the quinoa is dry 
and fluffy, about 20 minutes. Let cool.

2. Combine flour, sugar, baking powder, 
salt and cinnamon in a large bowl. Whisk 
well to combine. In another large bowl, 
combine milk, eggs, vanilla and oil. Whisk 
to combine. Add dry ingredients to wet; 
blend until just combined. Fold in cooked 
quinoa, taking care not to over mix. Let 
batter rest at least 1 hour. It will be very 
thick.

3. Lightly brush the cooking surface of 
a pan or griddle with canola oil. Ladle 
about 1⁄3 cup of batter onto the hot pan 
and spread gently into a rounded shape. 

When bubbles form, flip and cook on the 
other side until lightly browned, about 3 
minutes on each side. Continue with the 
remaining batter. Serve topped with a 
dollop of yogurt, blueberries and maple 
syrup.

Nutrition information (per serving): 141 
calories, 3g fat (1g saturated), 45mg 
cholesterol, 25mg sodium, 22g carbs, 2g 
fiber, 1g sugars, 6g protein

— Adapted recipe, photo courtesy “True 
Food” by Andrew Weil. (Little, Brown; $19)
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Tasty and just what the doctor ordered

Chicken-farro salad
(6 servings)

1/2 cup farro
6 ounces mixed baby greens
1-1/2 cups leftover cooked chicken 
breast, cut into strips (see notes)
1/3 cup unsweetened dried cranberries
2 ounces manchego cheese, shaved with 
a vegetable peeler
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup chopped marcona almonds

1. Bring 2 quarts salted water to a 
boil. Add the farro and simmer, stirring 
occasionally, for 45 to 60 minutes, until 
tender. Drain well and spread the farro on 
a shallow dish to cool.

2. In a small bowl, combine greens, 
chicken, cooled farro, cranberries, dates, 
cheese, salt. Toss with 1⁄2 cup salad 
dressing (we recommend Newman’s Own 

Honey Mustard); add more as needed. 
Divide salad among plates and garnish 
with the almonds before serving.

Author notes: Farro is a chewy, nutty 
strain of Italian wheat that adds whole-
grain goodness and unexpected texture 
to salad. If you have leftover chicken, this 
is a great way to get another meal out of 
it. If not, season some boneless chicken 
breasts with olive oil, salt and pepper. 
Bake at 350 degrees for 25 to 30 minutes. 
Let the chicken cool before cutting.

Nutrition information (per serving 
without dressing): 213 calories, 6g fat 
(2g saturated), 30mg cholesterol, 277mg 
sodium, 24g carbs, 5g fiber, 6g sugars, 
17g protein

— Recipe, photo courtesy “True Food” by 
Andrew Weil. (Little, Brown; $19)

Photos by Ditte Isager
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$40 (+ tip) to or from 
Newark Airport

Clark, Fanwood, Scotch Plains, Summit, Westfield

(908) 380-3677 • SpringfieldAirportTaxi.com

$35 + tip for Cranford, Garwood, Mountainside

Springfield Airport Taxi Since 1999

Seeds to plant now for a tasty fall harvest
Grow food in fall

Many gardeners let their growing 
beds peter out at the end of the season, 
but now is the perfect time to sow seeds 
for another wave of veggies in Septem-
ber, October and beyond.

Most of us are focused on growing 
food in spring and summer, but fall can 
easily be the most productive time in 
the garden. Many gardeners are success-
fully extending the growing season into 
winter with protective covers. Below are 
a few benefits of growing food in fall:

■ Cool-season crops, such as turnips 
and lettuce, get another chance in fall.

■ Warm late-summer weather means 
fast germination and early growth.

■ In late-summer and early fall, there 
is more space to grow more food.

■ Bugs and diseases common in 
spring may not be as active in early fall.

■ Cooler temperatures and less sun-
light mean leafy greens are less likely to 
bolt (flower) and get bitter.

■ Some crops, like carrots and lettuce, 
taste sweeter after a light autumn frost.

■ With straw and row covers, you can 
protect cold season crops to grow into 
November and even December.

Aspabroc, a cross from two types of 
broccoli, has a peppery-sweet flavor. 

Unscramble this American journalist’s quote 
about nutrition. Solution on AtHomeNJ.com.

Mixed me ssage s

tereh si on tugil ni natige 
strufi, blevastege, tusn dan 
singar. — naje zleev-chiltelm

Turnips are one of the fastest sow-to-
harvest veggies out there. They are perfect 
for filling in empty garden spaces in the fall. 
Turnips are compact and very cold tolerant. 
White Lady hybrid turnip is a fast-maturing 
extra-fancy turnip that produces tender 
edible greens, with turnip roots ready to har-
vest in 60 days. The flesh is crisp and sweet, 
and the turnips can be harvested when they 
reach 2.5 inches in diameter.

Cauliflower is another plant that grows 
well in fall’s cooler temperatures. For a 
change, try growing cauliflower in color. The 
striking pastel-orange heads of Flame Star 
hybrid cauliflower reach maturity in 62 days. 
Packed with flavor and beta-carotene, this 
flavorful crucifer can be eaten raw or cooked.

Plants and seeds are sold at ParkSeed.com.

Carrots can germinate and grow much 
faster in late summer’s warm soil than in 
spring. So, late summer is the perfect time to 
plant carrots. As temperatures cool, they get 
sweeter. With a light overnight freeze, their 
flavor will improve at harvest time. Minia-
ture Adelaide hybrid carrots, shown above, 
are ideal for small gardens and containers. 
This dark-orange, blunt-tipped Nantes-type 
carrot is mature and ready to pick at 4 inches 
long, about 50 days from planting the seeds.

Broccoli is one of the few flowering 
plants that perform well in autumn. This 
cool-season veggie is best planted in late 
summer to give it a good head start, so it can 
produce as the weather cools. Under ideal 
conditions, some varieties can produce into 
early December. Try Green Magic hybrid.

Spinach is a true cool season crop, 
spinach tends to bolt (flower) as soon as the 
weather warms up. So, sowing spinach for a 
fall harvest can be more productive. It can 
be harvested leaf by leaf so the plants keep 
producing. Bloomsdale organic hybrid spin-
ach is an heirloom variety with rich flavor. 
It reaches 10 to 12 inches tall and grows 8 
inches wide, so it fits almost anywhere in a 
garden. Plant in full sun. Another option is 
Baby Leaf Riverside. Leaves of this quick-
growing plant can be harvested in just 27 
days. Enjoy its smooth, spade-shaped leaves 
in salads and stir-fries.

Maybe you had a few summer plant fail-
ures. It happens, but success can be in your 
future. Now is the time to turn the page and 
gear up for a productive fall garden. The veg-
gies that follow perform well in fall’s cooler 
days. All are available from ParkSeed.com.

Lettuce is a favorite for backyard gar-
dens, but it can flower (bolt) and get bitter 
in summer’s heat. Unfortunately, that means 
pulling it up much earlier than most would 
like. In fall, however, a crop of lettuce can last 
a typical family for months, especially with a 
little extra frost protection.

The fastest way to get salad greens is to 
grow Micro Mini Greens. This premium mix 
has red and green lettuce varieties that are 
ready to pick in just 15 days. The combina-
tion of smooth and curly leaves is a delight, 
and you can eat the entire plant. For an ex-
tended harvest, plant seeds every two weeks 
— they can even grow indoors in containers.

A mini romaine blend offers a selection of 
romaine lettuces that mature quickly with all 
the flavor of full-sized varieties. These little 
plants can be harvested about a month and 
a half after sowing seeds directly into the 
garden. The blend consists of two of the most 
popular miniature varieties, Truchas and 
Breen. Truchas grows upright and is fully 
mature when its crimson leaves reach 6 to 8 
inches tall. It’s also disease resistant. Breen is 
slower growing, with medium reddish leaves 
that can be harvested by the leaf.



Photo courtesy Latrovalis Greek Olives

Olive color can be an indication of variety as well as the degree of ripeness at picking. 
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For martinis and more
By Ioannis Meremetidis  
Latrovalis Greek Olives

Greek olives supported a civilization that 
helped shape the future of mankind. They 
have been used as a food, an ointment, a 
symbol of peace.

Olives are harvested from one of nature’s 
most resilient fruit-bearing trees. An olive 
is basically inedible when plucked off the 
tree, but treat it or cure it naturally and you 
will be rewarded abundantly. Cold-press it 
and you can extract its liquid gold in one 
of nature’s healthiest and tastiest vegetable 
oils. Soak and wash it gently with water, 
then cure it simply with sea salt and you get 
a delicacy that no matter how you enjoy, 
you will be doing both your palate and your 
health a service.

Olives come in various colors, shapes 
and sizes depending on the cultivar. Table 
olives, the formal name given to olives that 
have been cured and are ready for con-
sumption, achieve their color and are clas-
sified in three categories according to the 
degree of ripeness they have reached before 
they are harvested.

Green olives, ranging from various 
shades of green to yellow, are picked before 
they are ripe. Semi-ripe olives, with shades 
of red to brown, are harvested during the 
ripening cycle. Black olives, which range 
from purple to black, are picked at full 
maturity.

Buy olives with or without pits, cut, 
cracked, halved, sliced or even as a paste. An 
added advantage of pitted olives is that they 
can be stuffed with an assortment of fillings. 
Whether chosen carefully from an extensive 
olive bar or a package, olives always take 
pride of place in any epicure’s refrigerator. 
After all, a martini can be shaken or stirred, 
but it is never quite complete without a 
toothpick-speared olive or two resting in the 
glass.

Olives can elevate pizza, sandwiches, 
home-made bread or that recipe you have 
been trying to put a twist on in order to 
impress your dinner guests. Their succulent 
flesh doesn’t lose its texture when baked or 
cooked. On the contrary, their distinctive 
aroma is enhanced with heat, adding a palat-
able pizazz to culinary creations.

Nutritionally, they are a very good source 
of copper, iron, fiber and vitamin E. The fat 
in olives is oleic acid, a unique monosaturat-
ed fatty acid associated with reduced risk of 
cardiovascular disease. They have a diverse 
range of antioxidant and anti-inflammatory 
nutrient content.

We don’t know exactly when the olive was 
first cultivated. What we do know is that 
without the olive tree, the Greek civilization 
wouldn’t have flourished to such an extent 
as to be rightfully considered the cradle of 
Western civilization. That’s food for thought 
next time you allow an olive to burst its 
flavors on your palate.

A Jersey-made mochi
More than a decade ago, we were intro-

duced to the perfectly portion-controlled 
serving of ice cream known as mochi at 
Ginger Sushi restaurant in Fanwood,where it 
is still offered as a meal-ending sweet.

In the years since, we’ve watched this 
frozen Japanese confection gain popularity 
beyond the traditional types that those in 
the know would seek out by the box at area 
Asian markets.

Mochi (pronounced mo-CHEE) is now a 
trendy treat, widely available and, increasing-
ly, sold individually from dedicated freezer 
cases in some area supermarkets. With its 
popularity, there has been an explosion of 
flavors, including salted caramel, mint-chip, 
coconut, pistachio and others.

Our favorite among the newcomers is the 
coffee flavor from Keyport, New Jersey-made 
Mr. Mochi, which is a new offshoot of the 
well-established Mr. Green Tea gourmet ice 
cream brand. Started and still run by the 
Emanuele family of reality television fame, 
the brands are worth seeking out. Mr. Mochi 
is available at some area ShopRite stores. 

Kings has carried Mr. Green Tea ice cream.
Quality and authenticity vary widely 

among offerings by newer mochi makers. 
In some cases, the sweet rice dough that 
holds about a tablespoon of ice cream in 
a tidy pocket is simply too thick when it 
is customarily thin, tender and pleasantly 
chewy. In others, the ice cream is a bit too 
sweet. Mr. Mochi gets it right. The parent 
brand originated in 1968 Brooklyn, when 
founder Santo Emanuele set out to develop 
ice cream flavors that would appeal to 
Manhattan’s Japanese restaurants. 

Recently, we found a wider variety of Mr. 
Mochi flavors being sold from a freezer 
case at 3 for $5, at a Japanese eatery on Red 
Bank’s West Front Street. In supermarkets, 
it can be found at about $7 for a box of 6. 
Buyers will pay dearly at MrMochi.com, 
where the shipping-included price is just 
under $50 for four boxes of six. 

Try mochi at a Japanese restaurant to get 
an accurate point of comparison. At Ginger 
Sushi, 266 South Ave., Fanwood, mochi is 
sold in pairs ($3) or by the box (8 for $10).   

Healthy nosh: Open-face graham cracker grape sandwiches are protein rich with just 
the right touch of sweetness to curb a cookie craving. To make them, break two graham 
crackers into eight smaller rectangles. Spread each with about a teaspoon of low-fat cream 
cheese and top with sliced red and green California grapes. Serve immediately. Each little 
sandwich has 28 calories, 1 gram of fat, 7 grams of protein and 4 grams of carbohydrate.  



If long work hours have made it difficult 
to find time for exercise, there are several 
ways to develop a working fitness program.

First, let’s talk about sitting for hours. 
Prolonged periods of seated inactivity  — 
even if it’s for work  — have been linked to 
heart disease, diabetes, deep-vein thrombo-
sis, back pain and other ailments.

In the years since we’ve learned it’s not 
healthy to sit at a desk all day, there’s been 
a revolution in office furniture design. An 
increasing number of manufacturers are 
offering alternative workplace furnishings 
and desk accessories to combat the collec-
tion of sedentary troubles now known as 
“sitting disease.”

These new and ever-expanding options 
can be a bit like working out while you’re 
working. And those who work from home 
won’t risk losing the business-use-only 
home office tax deduction with a work area 
that resembles a home gym. For the most 
part, these fitness-enhancing furnishings 
look like they belong in a work area.

“Active sitting” options include exercise 
ball chairs, cycling seats, stools that com-
bine sitting with standing, and kneeling 
chairs that stretch the sitter into something 
like a yoga pose. Some of these require 
balancing to stay seated, and that engages 
various muscle groups, makers say.

Still, sitting on an exercise ball at the of-
fice might look a little wacky. So it’s helpful 
that the latest models have the huge ball set 
in a chair-like base. Gaiam makes a wide 
range of balance ball chairs for adults and 
kids. Prices range from $59.98 to $119.

Those who would take office multitask-
ing and standing desks to the next level, 
might consider a treadmill desk. If you’d 
rather sit, try a stationary bike desk. For 
anyone who must remain confined to a 
regular office chair, you can still combine 
leg work with desk work by tucking a leg-
exercising stepper or pedaler under the 
desk. TheInsideTrainer.com offers all those 
and more. For upper body work, the 
OfficeGYM attaches to a standard desk 
chair’s back with rubber resistance 
bands for exercises said to target at 
least 25 muscle groups.

But if you work in a chic office, 
would you really want to sweat in 
your silk blouse, or to compromise 
your image by working in workout 
gear? In this case, the antidote to 
sitting disease might be taking a 
more traditional stand with an 
on-your-feet workstation.

Standing desks are already 
popular in offices where the 
workforce is young, hip and ca-
sual. Users have learned, though, 
that people whose jobs require 
them to stand for hours aren’t the 
most comfortable lot. So, most 
will outfit a standing worksta-
tion with a floor mat that takes 
some of the load off being on one’s 

feet all day. Rubberized or polyurethane 
“anti-fatigue mats,” such as those made by 
WellnessMats and GelPro, are commonly 
used in restaurant kitchens, at airports and at 
store check-out areas. Prices start at $34.95 
for an 18-by-30-inch mat at GelPro.com. At 
WellnessMats.com, the thicker cushioned 
“Companion” mat is $79.95 (22-by-18-inch). 

Focal is a brand that originated active seats 
for standing workstations. Leaning back 
against the moving, adjustable-height seats, 
the user works various muscles that keep 
balance. Seats range from $95 for a portable 
model to about $500 for one with an angled 
foot ramp and cushioned mat. The brand’s 
ergonomic  workstations are now widely 
available online, ranging from $1,300 to 
$2,900 through various sellers. 

To benefit from any office fitness plan, 
be sure to step away from your standing 
desk. American-made WellnessMats in-

clude a 6-foot-long fitness mat ($239.95) 
that can be used as a cushy, knee-
friendly yoga mat. Having one of those 
around would be a good reason to slip 

off your shoes, stretch out and really 
relax when you take a break.

Win a ball chair: For a chance to 
win Gaiam’s classic balance chair, email 
Win@AtHomeNJ with your name 
address and phone number by Oct. 26. 

Make “Gaiam” the subject and tell us 
where you found At Home NJ.    

Working upright
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Having tension in your back and shoul-
ders is a common complaint, typically 
caused by too many hours sitting at a desk 
or hunched over a steering wheel in traffic.

These proactive measures, suggested by 
fitness equipment maker Life Fitness, can 
alleviate tension in your upper body and 
help prevent the chronic pain or tension 
headaches. Use these tips so you can feel 
and perform at your best.

Maintain good posture. Sit up straight 
and try not to sit for long periods of time. 
Consider a standing workstation or take 
breaks to move around, walk and shift 
your position often. Get out of your chair 
at least once per hour; this can be a great 
time to get water. Position your monitor so 
the top is eye level (whether you are sitting 
at a desk or using a standing workstation). 
Place your computer mouse within reach. 
Also aim to keep your ears in alignment 
with shoulders. The average weight of the 
head is about ten pounds, and forward 
head posture puts a tremendous amount of 
tension on the neck and upper back.

Stretch your neck. Drop your head to 
your chest, roll your head to the right and 
inhale. Exhale as you roll your head to the 
left and back to the right. Or do slow neck 
rolls while keeping your shoulders down.

Stretch your back. Clasp your hands 
behind your head, and slowly lift your back 
so that you are gazing upward diagonally. 
Hold this pose for several seconds. You 
can try it with one hand at a time or both. 
Repeat until your tension feels relieved.

Stretch your shoulders. Shrug a few 
times and squeeze the muscles in your 
shoulders. Roll your shoulders backwards 
and then forward. Put your arms straight 
out with your hands flexed upwards (wrists 
pointing toward the ground) and make 
small circles with your arms.

Fit Tips are provided by Life Fitness. 
Learn more at LifeFitness.com.

Active sitting: Working workout

Standing desks are often made more com-
fortable with cushioned mats underfoot.

Courtesy Gaiam

Over the years, Gaiam has developed several models of its balance ball chair. There are leg 
extenders for the classic model shown. Chairs and fun ball covers come in numerous colors.

Gaiam’s classic balance ball chair 
is designed for “active sitting.” 
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Fireplace, logs optional

See-through: Rather than being built with traditional bricks and mortar, most new fireplaces are engineered and factory-made.
Beyond familiar recessed styles, see-through types are open on two sides, offering enjoyment of the same fire from the shared wall of 
neighboring rooms. Peninsula-style models allow flames to be viewed from the front and both sides. An oasis-type fireplace is a colum-
nar assembly where the fire can be seen from all sides. The range of styles can suit contemporary, traditional or transitional interiors.

Modern face: A chimney is no longer necessary for many fireplaces. Electric models, 
those vented horizontally out a side wall or vertically through the roof, are options. Napo-
leon’s Allure electric fireplace heats with log-free flames that can burn orange, blue or both.`

Classic face: For traditionalists, many linear gas fireplace options have realistic log 
clusters. They can be surrounded by brick, marble, stone and other materials, as with this 
bedroom fireplace outfitted with a surround of Canyon Stone blocks from PlyGem. 

Linear: Ventless fireplaces use a variety of 
fuels rated safe for indoor burning. This heating 
Solas Forty6 vent-free, wall-mounted fireplace 
burns natural gas or propane, but doesn’t require a 
chimney. It can be installed in virtually any room 
or outdoors. The fuel produces a flame without 
smoke or ashes, and the base can be lined with a 
variety of reflective glass crystals. The fireplace is 
shown with a stainless-steel surround, and can be 
operated with a remote control. 
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How to burn wood
Carbon monoxide poisoning can result 

from an improperly vented fire, but ac-
cording to the Environmental Protection 
Agency website, Burnwise, the wood smoke 
poses other health threats.

Wood smoke is made up of a complex 
mixture of gases and fine particles. Accord-
ing to the EPA, these microscopic particles 
can enter the respiratory system, penetrat-
ing deep into lungs where they can cause 
illnesses, such as bronchitis. Fine particles 
can also trigger heart attacks, stroke, ir-
regular heart rhythms and heart failure, 
especially in people already at risk,  accord-
ing to the EPA. Wood smoke is especially 
harmful to children, the elderly, and those 
with lung or heart disease. It also contains 
harmful chemicals such as  benzene and 
formaldehyde. Efficiently burning wood 
creates less smoke. Use the following tips 
from Washington State Department of 
Ecology. 

1. Always burn dry wood. Split wood to 
3 to 6 inches in diameter to help it dry.

2. Stack wood in alternating directions 
to help it dry. Cover and store it at least 6 
inches above ground to reduce exposure to 
moisture. Let wood dry at least a year.

3. Build small fires to help wood burn 
completely. Too much wood cuts down 
on air to a fire and leaves wood unburned. 
Chimney smoke indicates that a fire needs 
more air and/or drier wood.

Vertical: Some fire products are solely decorative, while others provide zoned or whole-house heating. This non-heating custom gas 
fireplace from DaVinci’s Maestro collection has a vertical design with Safe Touch Glass for single-sided or see-through configurations. The 
stunning, hand-painted log assembly is cast from real birch branches for a zero-clearance firebox that is safely installed near combustibles.  

Direct-vent gas: A wood-burning fireplace that’s inefficient or rarely used can be updated with a fireplace insert or gas log set, 
potentially making it more environmentally friendly. Napoleon’s Ascent fireplace has oak-like logs and burns natural gas or propane.

Tiled: This custom fireplace from Hearth-
Cabinet has a cobalt blue face and hand-painted 
porcelain tiles. The ventless fireplaces burn gel 
fuel cartridges and can be installed nearly any-
where. Flames are secured behind a patented 
key-locking door with a steel-mesh screen. 



Water and wood don’t mix

Q. A water tube connected to the back of 
our refrigerator developed a tear, caus-
ing water to spray out and leak under the 

wall behind the 
refrigerator and 
to the side of the 
refrigerator along 
the kitchen’s wood 
floor. The wood 
floor looks fine, 
but has warped in 
a way that makes 
it uneven to walk 
on. I’m afraid of 
someone tripping 
on it. Will this 
correct itself in 
time as it dries 
out? If not, do we 
need to rip out the 

floor and replace it, or could it be corrected 
by refinishing? We have not refinished the 
floor since it was installed in 2010. Thanks 
for any advice.

A. If the wood floor, which I assume is 
strip hardwood, has cupped, the water ran 
under the boards causing the bottom of the 
boards to swell. This is likely what happened 
since you mention that the floor looks good.

The repair depends on the severity of the 
cupping. If it is really minor, less than 1/16 of 
an inch, it may be possible to sand the floor 
and refinish it.

But it is difficult to advise without see-
ing the problem. Your best bet is to contact 
flooring contractors for their advice. I sug-
gest you contact two or three contractors to 
get different opinions, as some may want to 
do a more drastic job than needed.

Floor rotting around Jacuzzi tub

Q. We had a Jacuzzi tub and surround 
put in our main bathroom a few years ago. 
We now have an issue where the shower 
has leaked onto the floor from the front 
edge — maybe from splashing, maybe from 
cleaning the gaps between the tub and sur-
round. Either way, the molding was punky 
so I tore it out. Then I noticed the actual 
plywood floor was discolored and coming 
apart in large splinters. The contractor 
we hired to put the tub in is a friend, and 
we were going to hire him to fix the floor. 
However, he is suggesting that we take the 
tub out and replace the entire floor. I am 
worried they will crack or break the tub, 
and I can’t afford that.

I am wondering if there is an epoxy or 
something I can put on the plywood to 
prevent further damage without having 
to take the tub out. Do you have any other 
ideas to fix this issue? Thank you for any 
help you may be able to offer!

A. If the damage is limited to a small area 
next to the tub, you can try a two-part epoxy 

product, which you can buy in paint and 
hardware stores.

You’ll have to remove the damaged 
wood first to get to a sound base. Once you 
have repaired the damage by following the 
product directions, you can tool the epoxy 
to end up with a smooth surface. The floor 
finish can then be reapplied.

Condensation on hardwood

Q. We have a 1950s home that we pur-
chased eight years ago. We removed the 
carpet to reveal a hardwood floor that 
was in need of refinishing. We also had 
a weatherization audit and re-insulated 
the house with a combination of blown 
insulation in the attic, dense-pack in the 
walls, and foamed the basement sill. We 
have yet to refinish the floors. 

When the humidity gets really bad, the 
wood floor, especially the area closest to 
the front door, gets wet. You can literally 
see and feel wetness in between the wood 
floorboards, rising from the tongues 
and grooves. At first we thought there 
might be a leak somewhere, but this issue 
goes away when the humidity is low and 
is not tied to rain. I’m guessing this is 
somehow connected to the insulation, 
because we noticed this shortly after we 
had the insulation installed. We do run a 
dehumidifier in the basement. We want 
to refinish the floors but feel this issue 
needs to be addressed first unless refin-
ishing will help seal the wood and protect 
it from the humidity? Any idea what to 
do or who best to call to help us solve this 
problem?

A. If the moisture is so bad as to be so 
evident, you are lucky that the hardwood 
floor is not cupping and expanding to the 
point that boards are actually lifting. This 
tells me that the moisture you see is most 
likely a surface condensation problem and 
not coming from a high relative humidity 
in the basement.

Since the moisture is more evident 
around the front door, my guess is that 
the weatherization did not include a new 
insulated front door. Warm, moist air may 
infiltrate around the door, especially at the 
sill, and condenses on the floor surface 
kept cool by a cool basement and a tighter 
house following the weatherization.

Prior to the weatherization, the air ex-
change through the process of infiltration 
and exfiltration in the house kept the hard-
wood floor more in sync with the outside 
air, so that moisture was not condensing 
onto the floor.

Henri de Marne has shared his expertise 
on residential construction, repair and 
remodeling with readers of his nationally 
syndicated column for more than 40 years. 
Contact the author and learn more at  
HenriDeMarne.com. 

The threat of moisture
ABOUT THE HOUSE

HENRI DE MARNE

Raking ... not aching
The arrival of fall means the inevitable 

leaf drop for which the season is informally 
named.

Pulling out the leaf blowers and rakes to 
tidy the yard calls for a measure of caution, 
as the task will often present some unique 
safety challenges for homeowners.

If not done properly, common tasks such 
as raking can cause muscle strain, back 
pain, repetitive strain injuries, tendonitis 
and Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.

Yard work is considered a moderate level 
of physical activity, and as with any form of 
exercise, it’s a good idea to warm up before-
hand. Before doing any heavy yard work, 
take a brisk walk for at least 10 minutes 
to increase blood flow and warm up your 
muscles. Doing so will help avoid injuries. 

It’s important to think safety first during 
fall cleanup, so here are more tips to help.

Even with fall’s cooler days, it’s still a 
good idea to protect any exposed area of 
your skin with a natural sunscreen.

Select a rake that is comfortable for your 
height and strength. To prevent blisters, use 
one with a padded handle, or wear garden 
gloves while raking.

Work in shoes or boots with slip-resistant 
soles, and wear long sleeves and pants 
to avoid scratches by low-hanging tree 

branches and other plants. Durable safety 
gloves will keep hands safe from insect 
bites or plant-borne irritants. Use goggles 
or safety glasses to protect eyes from flying 
dirt and debris.

Never throw leaves over your shoulder or 
to the side, which puts undue stress on your 
back. When picking up leaves, bend at the 
knees — not the waist.

Don’t do all your raking to one side of 
your body. Switch the dominating arm to 
work muscles on both sides of your body 
equally and to prevent overworking certain 
muscle groups. Vary your movement and 
alternate your leg and arm position when 
picking up leaves.

Use caution when climbing a ladder to 
clear leaves from storm gutters. Be sure 
your shoes are dry to avoid slipping. Have a 
family member or neighbor hold the ladder 
in place as you climb and work from the 
ladder. Do not stand above the level indi-
cated by the ladder manufacturer.

Wear gloves and a face mask when 
handling chemicals such as lawn fertilizers, 
and keep these items away from children 
and pets.

Wear earmuffs, a hard hat and a steel 
mesh face visor when using a chainsaw or 
other loud tools that might project debris.

Using good form and exercising caution help avoid injury during manual yard work. 
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Dear Dr. Barb,
I am concerned about my sister. She lives 

alone and her house is so full of things that 
I wonder how she gets around. She wasn’t 
always that way, but she has had some life 
disappointments that seemed to change her. 
Could all the clutter be a sign of depression? 
Knowing my sister, if I mention it, she will 
get angry and suggest that I mind my own 
business. Is there a way I can approach her 
about this without her getting too upset? 
I’ve thought of visiting her more often and 
casually asking if she’d like me to cook 
dinner for us, and then I’d start to help by 
cleaning up the kitchen. What do you think?

Dear Reader,
You are on the right track in thinking 

that the clutter in your sister’s house may be 
a sign of depression. She has experienced 
disappointments in her life, perhaps losses 
pertaining to relationships, finances, status, 
or self-esteem. Individuals who struggle with 
these kinds of adversities can lose their ability 
to move forward with their lives as they see 
the future in a very negative way. They typi-
cally lack self-confidence in their ability to 
make necessary changes and, due to becom-
ing highly anxious when faced with daily 
decisions, things keep getting put off.                                                        

Sometimes, when individuals become 
depressed this way, they have great difficulty 
letting go of possessions. An extreme ex-
ample of this is a mental condition known as 
hoarding, whereby the discarding of objects, 
unused for many years, becomes an over-
whelming task. Stuff piles up and the clutter 
can become extremely hazardous. At the 
moment your sister’s clutter may not be that 

extreme. However, if it looks as though she 
might be having a hard time moving about 
her house, your help is coming at the right 
time as the problem often can become worse.                                                                  

Trying to advise someone like your sister 
really can be upsetting for her. Pressure put 
on her to remove piles of unnecessary stuff 
will greatly frighten her as you will be asking 
her to make decisions that she cannot make 
nor wants you to make for her. She unfor-
tunately avoids doing that, because she feels 
safer not making a decision to let go of some-
thing she might regret losing in the future. 

Nevertheless, visiting her more often and 
casually trying to cook a meal for you both 
can be an excellent way to offer her help. 
Helping her in a nurturing way by cooking 
her a dinner will show how much you care 
about her. It will remind her how special she 
is to you and that she does not have to feel 
alone. In time, as you become closer in this 
way, she may begin to feel more worthwhile.                                          

In addition, she can begin to feel more 
trusting and hopefully may join you in clean-
ing up her kitchen and other areas of disarray. 
However, her readiness to do this could take 
longer than you would want. Although it may 
be tempting to suggest how she can improve 
her life, it is important not to become too 
impatient. You will do best by supporting her, 
not by trying to cheer her up or give her ad-
vice. Instead, focus on telling her how much 
she means to you. And, if she tells you how 
overwhelming her life is at the moment, just 
listen to her feelings or show empathy and 
understanding about her situation.

In time, you even may be able to engage 
with her in other casual activities like garden-

ing, music, biking or knitting. In addition to 
engaging in more enjoyment, these activities 
will bring you both closer and will eliminate 
the pressure to bring about more immediate 
changes. After a while, she might feel more 
ready to move forward with cleaning up her 
clutter, but remember to help her do this in 
very gradual steps, perhaps just a few items 
of clothing at a time. Or, to help make the 
cleanup more meaningful for her, you can 
suggest that she donate some of the stuff to 
others. Of course, there will be days when she 
will have more difficulty letting go; however, 
as frustrating as that may be for you, remem-
ber to be patient about her setbacks. Your 
support and love at these moments will give 
her more confidence to pick up where she left 
off when she feels more empowered do so.

It is also important to remember that 
sometimes you alone cannot fix this prob-
lem. At some point, your sister’s mood may 
worsen and she will be unable to move 
forward. In that case, it will be important to 
encourage her to get the professional help 
that she needs. You may even have to sit next 
to her as she makes the call to a psychologist 
or psychiatrist or finds counseling that she 
can afford. You also can reassure her by going 
with her the first time as long as you are both 
comfortable with it.

It can be difficult for a friend or family 
member to help someone they love recover 
from depression. But it is important to 
remember that people do recover from it. It 
also is hopeful to realize that your sister was 
not always in this state of mind. With your 
help and that of professionals she will recover 
from her emotional pain and will move 

forward towards a more positive and healthy 
outlook about herself and the better op-
portunities that may await her. Nevertheless, 
recovery always takes time and patience.

Barbara L. Rosenberg, Ph.D, is a licensed 
psychologist whose Summit practice serves 
individuals of all ages, as well as couples and 
families. She previously chaired educational 
and social programs for the Essex-Union 
County Association of Psychologists. Contact 
her through BarbaraRosenberg.com.

What sister is hiding behind all her stuff
ASK DR. BARB

BARBARA ROSENBERG

Crochet can be a self-help exercise
By Kathryn Vercillo

When you are dealing with almost any 
chronic illness, mental or physical, you risk 
having your mind get the best of you.

Constant worries and fears about what’s 
going to happen next, the endless thoughts 
about how you aren’t doing enough right 
now, the negative self-talk … it all adds up 
and piles more problems on top of whatever 
health problem is causing the issues in the 
first place.

I know from experience that this is a ter-
rible part of depression, and I can understand 
how it’s a problem in other illnesses as well. If 
you can break this cycle of rumination, you 
can reduce at least some of the psychological 
pain that you may be experiencing.

Crochet helps to break the cycle of rumina-
tion, which is the act of thinking about some-
thing constantly, by getting you out of your 

head as you focus on the stitches at hand. 
There are many health benefits of crochet. 
I’ve written about them on various blogs and 
in my first book, “Crochet Saved My Life.”

Crochet heals for so many reasons. But I 
want to highlight one key reason: focusing 
on the craft in your hands distracts you from 
your worries. In my experience, there are sev-
eral reasons crochet can help break a negative 
cycle of rumination.

First, counting stitches provides a focus for 
the mind that isn’t word-based thoughts.

Next, the activity of moving the yarn and 
hook draws the attention to the immediate 
action of what is happening in the hands.

Finally, the repetitive motions of the craft 
help slow down the brain’s rapid thinking 
process, soothing the mind and bringing re-
laxation. It’s not just crochet that can do this 
for you. I’ve had people who read my book 
say they reap similar benefits from other 

hands-on activities. By taking yourself out of 
your head and doing something with your 
hands, you are able to provide your brain 
with breathing room that an lead to healing.

Even people without any sort of health 
issues will experience stress, anxiety or nega-
tive feelings. Hands-on crafting can help 
bring you back to a state of peace. Crochet 
can help with mindfulness and the act of be-
ing in the moment. Try this exercise:

Select a crochet hook and yarn that are  
easy to work with. Sit still with your work in 
your lap. All you will be doing is making a 
long crochet chain. Slowly work each loop 
of the chain, counting each loop as you go. 
Focus your attention on making one loop at a 
time. Don’t allow any other thoughts to creep 
in. Every time you notice a thought, take the 
chain apart and start over. Continue this prac-
tice with a goal of letting all other thoughts 
pass until you make a ten-loop chain. 
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Kathryn Vercillo is the author of “Crochet 
Saved My Life,” “Hook to Heal” and other 
books on crochet and mental health. Learn 
more at KathrynVercillo.com.
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